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Plants are constantly challenged by a wide range of pathogens and have therefore
evolved an array of mechanisms to defend against them. In response to these defense
systems, pathogens have evolved strategies to avoid recognition and suppress plant
defenses (Brown and Tellier, 2011). Three recent reports dealing with the resistance
of rice to Xanthomonas oryzae have added a new twist to our understanding of this
fascinating co-evolutionary arms race (Ji et al., 2016; Read et al., 2016; Triplett et al.,
2016). They show that pathogens also develop sophisticated effector mimics to trick
recognition.
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Transcription activator-like effectors (TALEs) are major virulence factors of Xanthomonas plantpathogenic bacteria that modulate host transcription by trans-activating host susceptibility genes
(Boch and Bonas, 2010). For this, TALEs possess a type III secretion signal mediating host
cell translocation by the bacterial type III secretion system, nuclear localization signals (NLS)
directing them into the plant nucleus and an activation domain that activates gene transcription
in eukaryotic cells. In addition, TALEs possess a central repeat domain that mediates sequence
specific DNA-binding. It is composed of variable numbers of a highly conserved 33–35 amino
acid sequence in which residues 12 and 13, the so-called repeat variable di-residues (RVD),
are hypervariable and determine the nucleotide binding specificity (Boch et al., 2009; Moscou
and Bogdanove, 2009). Due to the discovery of the nucleotide binding specificity, a number
of susceptibility genes targeted by Xanthomonas TALEs have been identified (Hutin et al.,
2015a). Over the course of evolution, plants have acquired mutations in the promoter regions of
susceptibility genes which abolish the binding and trans-activation by TALEs, hence leading to
resistance by loss-of-susceptibility that is inherited in a recessive manner (Hutin et al., 2015b).
Additionally, plants have evolved executor resistance genes whose transcription is induced by
specific TALEs (upon binding to their promoters), resulting in a hypersensitive response, turning
TALEs into avirulence (Avr) determinants (Zhang et al., 2015). The important role of the
transcription machinery for TALE action in susceptibility and resistance is further highlighted
by the recessive xa5 resistance gene, a natural allele of the gene for the transcription factor IIA
gamma subunit 5 (TFIIA γ5). Direct interaction of TALEs with TFIIAγ5 from rice activates disease
susceptibility genes (Yuan et al., 2016).
These TALE-based dominant or recessive resistances to xanthomonads differ profoundly from
standard pathogen resistance in plants that relies on the recognition of patterns or effectors by
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FIGURE 1 | A speculative model for the arms race between plants and Xanthomonas. (1) Xanthomonas bacteria secrete TALEs into plant cells that
presumably target protein(s) containing BED domain(s) to enhance susceptibility (S). (2) Plants have evolved immune receptors such as Xa1 that contain a BED
domain which behaves as an integrated decoy, thus leading to TALE recognition and triggering resistance (R). (3) In turn, Xanthomonas evolved iTALEs and
TruncTALEs, which are derivatives of full-length TALEs recognized by Xa1. These iTALEs and TruncTALEs interact directly or indirectly with Xa1 to inhibit its function,
thus re-establishing susceptibility even in the presence of full-length TALEs.

them into Xoo strains depleted for most TALEs (Ji et al., 2016;
Triplett et al., 2016). The first discovery was that both Xa1 and
the newly identified Xo1 locus trigger resistance by recognizing
several unrelated X. oryzae TALEs that differ in their target
sequence and their number of central repeats (Ji et al., 2016;
Triplett et al., 2016). The structural motifs that are recognized
and the mode of recognition, either direct or indirect, are not
yet defined. However, it appears that at least 3.5 central repeats
regardless of their RVDs are required to trigger both Xa1 and Xo1
resistance (Ji et al., 2016; Triplett et al., 2016). Additionally, in the
case of Xo1, TALE recognition and activation of resistance does
not require the activation domain and is independent of DNAbinding (Read et al., 2016; Triplett et al., 2016). As a consequence,
Xa1 recognizes an entire effector family, and not as other NLRs,
only individual effectors in a very specific manner. This is a new
feature of NLR activity that has previously been rather associated
with membrane bound receptor complexes which can in certain
cases recognize entire, widely distributed effector families (Böhm
et al., 2014).
The second major discovery of these studies is that truncated
TALE gene variants, previously considered as pseudogenes,
designated as truncTALEs (Read et al., 2016) can act as interfering
TALEs (iTALEs; Ji et al., 2016). Thus, some truncTALEs can
block Xa1- and Xo1-mediated recognition of full-length TALEs,
hence acting as iTALEs and suppressing resistance. These
iTALEs/truncTALEs are characterized by specific deletions in
the conserved N- and C-terminal sequences, require at least 3.5
central repeats and do not depend on specific RVDs, suggesting
that their activity does not rely on DNA-binding or the direct
regulation of the transcription of target genes. As suggested by
Read et al. (2016) at least in the case of Xa1 it is tempting
to speculate that iTALEs compete with full-length TALEs for
binding to the NLR receptor but, on the contrary of the genuine

immune receptors. The best studied case of pattern recognition
is the rice Xa21 receptor kinase that recognizes by direct binding
RaxX, a sulfated peptide widely present in Xanthomonas that can
therefore be considered a microbial pattern (Pruitt et al., 2015).
Other examples are the NLRs (Nucleotide-binding domain,
leucine-rich repeat) Xa1, Bs2, and Bs4 that, respectively, confer
resistance to specific Xanthomonas oryzae pv. oryzae (Xoo) and
X. axonopodis pv. vesicatoria isolates (Yoshimura et al., 1998;
Tai et al., 1999; Schornack et al., 2004). NLRs are immune
receptors commonly found in plants that display a canonical
multi-domain structure. At the N-terminal they have coiled-coil
or TIR (Toll-Interleukin Receptor) domains, a central nucleotidebinding domain and a C-terminal leucine-rich repeat domain
and which recognize cytoplasmic effectors in a direct or indirect
manner (Ellis, 2016).
A recent report (Ji et al., 2016) demonstrates that several
TALEs are recognized by rice Xa1 protein, a member of the NLR
family. Remarkably, two other groups reported the recognition
of several TALE effectors by the Xo1 locus a yet uncharacterized
gene, which the authors argue to be likely a NLR protein
(Read et al., 2016; Triplett et al., 2016). This rather non-specific
recognition of TALEs does not lead to broad-spectrum resistance
to Xoo and X. oryzae pv. oryzicola (Xoc) because TALE-derived
(truncTALES and iTALES) effectors can suppress this resistance
suggesting they might act as effector mimics. In the case of Xo1
this suppression is independent from DNA binding at least for
the Tal2h truncTALE (Read et al., 2016). It will be interesting
to determine whether Xa1 inhibition by iTALES is independent
of DNA binding as well, or if its suppression is by a different
mechanism. These findings provide an exciting novel insight into
the evolutionary arms race between plants and pathogens and
reveals new functions of TALEs. In these studies, the function of
different combinations of TALEs was evaluated by reintroducing
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ligand, do not activate the immune receptor, thus acting as
dominant suppressors. Suppressors of NLR-mediated resistance
have been identified in various phytopathogenic organisms but
in the cases where they have been molecularly identified they
correspond to effectors that are unrelated to the recognized
Avr effectors (Houterman et al., 2008; Bourras et al., 2015;
Plissonneau et al., 2016). A completely new and extraordinary
twist in microbial virulence comes from the discovery that
the oomycete pathogen Phytophthora sojae deploys an effector
mimic PsXLP1 which resembles the functional virulence protein
PsXEG1 to disrupt plant defense (Ma et al., 2017). The
discovery of iTALEs/truncTALEs suggests that Xoo and Xoc
also deploy effectors that mimic other, recognized effectors.
Similarly to PsXLP1/PsXEG1, iTALEs/truncTALEs can be viewed
as effector mimics that the pathogen uses to interfere with
recognition by the plant. These two examples open novel
exciting dimensions in the understanding of plant–pathogen
co-evolution. Whether other effectors act in a similar way,
as suppressors of resistance, is an unexplored question and
may force us to consider the large effector repertoires with a
completely new perspective in which some effectors may in fact
be effector mimics.
How TALEs are recognized by Xa1 and Xo1, directly
or indirectly, and how truncTALEs/iTALEs interfere with
recognition is unknown. However, for the case of Xa1, it is
tempting to speculate that it might involve the BED-type zinc
finger domain which is integrated in the N-terminal region of this
NLR protein (Kroj et al., 2016). In fact, we and others showed
recently that unconventional integrated domains in NLRs are
involved in the detection of effectors either by direct binding or
by posttranslational modifications; thus these integrated domains
may mimic the true effector target proteins and therefore act
as integrated decoys (Cesari et al., 2013, 2014; Le Roux et al.,
2015; Maqbool et al., 2015; Sarris et al., 2015, 2016; Kroj et al.,
2016). The BED domain has been shown to bind DNA and
is present in transposases and transcription factors (Hayward
et al., 2013). ZBED, a rice protein containing three BED domains
was recently shown to be required for full resistance to the
rice blast fungus (Kroj et al., 2016), suggesting a role of BED
proteins in plant–pathogen interactions. It could therefore be
that TALEs recruit BED proteins as co-factors for the transactivation of target genes and are trapped by Xa1 according to
the integrated decoy model (e.g., by binding directly the BED
domain of Xa1). iTALEs may interfere with TALE recognition in
a dominant-negative manner by occupying some binding sites of
Xa1 for TALEs and by this outcompete TALEs for Xa1-binding

without triggering receptor activation (Figure 1). This model is
consistent with the finding of Ji et al. (2016) that Xa1-mediated
TALE recognition and iTALE-mediated suppression of resistance
require nuclear localization of TALEs and iTALEs. By contrast,
Read et al. (2016) report that deleting the putative NLS in the
iTALE Tal2h does not affect its ability to suppress Xo1. Yet,
the localization of the Tal2h NLS mutant was not analyzed and
we cannot rule out that Xo1-mediated TALE recognition and
truncTALE suppression differs from Xa1 and can happen in the
cytoplasm or in the nucleus in a NLS-independent manner. It will
therefore be particularly interesting to investigate the location of
Xa1 and Xo1, and to determine whether Xo1 is a NLR protein to
gain a better insight into the potential similarities or differences
of both.
The integrated decoy model for NLRs is a valuable
concept to generate several hypotheses that can be challenged
experimentally but that are entirely speculative at this point:
Is the BED domain of Xa1 required for TALE recognition
and iTALE-mediated suppression and if so, do these activities
rely on direct binding between the BED domain and certain
motifs in the TALE? Do TALEs interact with other Xa1
domains? Do TALEs interact directly or indirectly with other
BED domain proteins and do such interactions contribute
to target gene trans-activation? If yes, it is expected that
mutants of these BED domain proteins are less susceptible
to xanthomonads that rely on TALEs for virulence. Finally,
a better molecular (structural) understanding of how TALEs
and iTALEs interact with Xa1 may allow engineering NLR
receptors that recognize full-length TALEs but not iTALEs and
thus would truly confer broad-spectrum resistance against Xoo
and Xoc.
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